


   

May 20 Day 1: Depart USA: Flights to Portugal: Today we board our 
flights to Lisbon with meals and beverages served aloft. Anticipate your 
arrival tomorrow morning.            
 
May 21 Day 2: Lisbon: Arrive at Lisbon: We arrive at the Lisbon Airport 
where we are met and given an orientation tour of Lisbon including Pombal 
Square, Liberty Avenue, Rossio Square, Belem Tower and the Monument to 
the Discoveries on the bank of the Tagus.  We also stop at Lisbon's 
Romanesque Cathedral, the Sé.  We then transfer to our hotel for dinner and 
overnight. 
Overnight: Lisbon 
 
May 22 Day 3: Fatima: Basilica & Shrine of Our Lady of Fatima: Today, 
our morning is devoted to visiting the Basilica and Shrine of Our Lady of 
Fatima and the birthplaces of Francisco, Jacinta and Lucia to whom the 
Virgin appeared for the first time on May 13, 1917.  Dinner and overnight at 
our hotel.  In the evening we join the Rosary and candlelight procession. 
Overnight: Fatima (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)                 
 
May 23 Day 4: Fatima/Santiago de Compostela: Wine tasting: This 
morning, we depart Fatima and drive north to Santiago de Compostela. On 
the way we stop in Porto to see the wine factory and enjoy sampling the best 
wine.  We visit the Church of St. Francis before driving to Santiago de 
Compostela. 
Overnight: Santiago de Compostela (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner) 
 
May 24 Day 5: Santiago De Compostela: Cathedral of St. James, Cloister 
Museum: This morning we begin our visit of Santiago de Compostela, one 
of the most famous shrines in the world, where the tomb of St. James the 
Apostle was discovered. St. James was given the task of spreading 
Christianity in the distant Hispanic lands and is known as the first pilgrim. 
Since the discovery of the tomb, numerous miracles have taken place here 
and every year thousands of worshippers gather on July 25 to celebrate the 
Feast Day. We begin with a visit to the Cathedral of St. James, one of the 
finest examples of architecture in all of Europe. As pilgrims, we have the 
opportunity to climb the stairs behind the high altar to visit the crypt where 
the relics of St. James are preserved, touch the central pillar (Portico de La 
Gloria), view the 'botafumeiro' and admire the wealth of medieval art inside 
the Cathedral, before visiting the cloister museum. Enjoy a stroll on own, 
through the beautiful streets of Santiago de Compostela, full of historical 
buildings.  
Overnight: Santiago de Compostela (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner) 
 
May 25 Day 6: Leon: Basilica of San Isidoro, Convent of San Marcus, 
Leon Cathedral: After breakfast we will depart towards the city of Leon. 
The name of Leon comes from the Roman Times. The Roman Legion named 
the town Legio in AD 68 and derivations over years led the name to Leon or 
lion. The city amasses some of Spain’s most important historic-artistic 
monuments, like its Cathedral, a Gothic gem and a masterpiece of 
architecture with the best collection of stained-glass windows in Europe 
(Only * after Chartres). Next to the Cathedral, there is the Roman Saint 
Isidoro Basilica (eleventh and twelfth century), where the Tomb of Kings is 
kept as well as the relics of San Isidro. Time permitting, we will stop by the 
Saint Marcus Monastery (now a hotel), with its fantastic front in 
Plateresque style bedecked with shells (the symbol of the pilgrim).  
Overnight: Leon (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner) 
 
May 26 Day 7: Leon/Avila: Alba de Tormes: After breakfast, we travel to 
the city of Avila, a UNESCO World Heritage site, surrounded by the best-
preserved medieval walls in Europe. Here the atmosphere has changed very 
little since the days of St. Teresa, to whom the city is dedicated. St. Teresa, 
a great mystic, was the first woman to be named a Doctor of the Church. We 
will view the Cathedral and visit the Convent of St. Teresa, built on the site 
where she was born, and the Monastery of the Incarnation, where St. Teresa 
lived, wrote and had many mystical experiences. Here we will celebrate 
Mass and have time for reflection and to visit the comprehensive museum 
dedicated to her life. On a hill outside the city walls, we will visit the Cuatro 
Postes (four columns) monument where St. Teresa, at the age of seven, was 

found by her father after attempting to run away with her brother to die as 
martyrs in the land of the Moors. After our tour and lunch, we will head for Alba 
de Tormes, where Saint Teresa died in 1582 and is buried. The museum of the 
Carmelite Convent of the Annunciation here contains her incorrupt heart and 
left arm. Some free time before we return to our hotel in Avila. 
Overnight: Avila (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)  
 
May 27 Day 8:  Madrid: Free Day: Today we depart to Madrid. Upon arrival 
we have the day at leisure to explore the city of Madrid,  
Overnight: Madrid (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner) 
 
May 28 Day 9: Toledo: Santa Maria La Blanca, Church of Santo Tome: 
Following breakfast, we will leave Madrid for the Imperial City of Toledo, where 
Saint John of the Cross was imprisoned by the Inquisition in a monastery just 
below the Muslim Alcazar and later nursed back to health by St. Teresa. Toledo, 
a UNESCO World Heritage site, is picturesquely perched on a rocky mound, 
isolated on three sides by a looping gorge of the Río Tajo. Known as the City of 
the Three Religions, it is a maze of cobblestone streets winding among churches, 
synagogues, mosques, houses and buildings preserved from its rich history. For 
many centuries the Christians, Moors and Jews lived here together in relative 
equality and peace. The city, surrounded by walls, hides great treasures such as 
its awesome Cathedral, the Santa María La Blanca Synagogue which also served 
as a Catholic church, the superb Church of San Juan de los Reyes, and the 
Church of Santo Tomé, with its famous el Greco masterpiece, where we will 
celebrate Mass. Following Mass, we will have some free time and be able to 
sample the famous local pastry created by the Catholic Sisters here, Marzipan. 
Return to Madrid for dinner and overnight. 
Overnight: Madrid (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner) 
 
May 29 Day 10: Montserrat: Excursion to Manresa & Montserrat: Today we 
make our way to the spiritual heart of the Catalonia region. Along the way we 
stop in Zaragoza and visit Our Lady of the Pillar before stopping for our 
overnight in Montserrat. 
Overnight: Montserrat (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner) 
 
May 30 Day 11: Barcelona: Temple of the Sacred Heart: After breakfast, we 
depart to Barcelona.  Along the way we visit Manresa a place of profound 
conversion for Ignatius of Loyola, founder of the Society of Jesus (Jesuits). Here, 
in a cave on the banks of the Cardoner River, Ignatius received a vision that 
provided him with deep insights into the spiritual life and altered the course of 
his own life. From the initial insights he received here, Ignatius went on to pen 
the “Spiritual Exercises.” We enjoy an audiovisual presentation and tour of the 
museum at Manresa then celebrate Eucharist in the nearby cave. Afterwards we 
continue to Montserrat, home to the Benedictine monastery dramatically set in 
the Montserrat mountain range. Pilgrims from around the world flock to this 
monastery to view its magnificent architecture in such a striking setting. This 
shrine has attracted pilgrims for over 700 years, much as it did Ignatius of Loyola 
in March of 1522.   We pause here to visit the Black Madonna of Montserrat, 
probably Spain’s most fervent devotion to the Blessed Mother.  Upon arrival in 
Barcelona, we check into our hotel for overnight.  
Overnight: Barcelona (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner) 
 
May 31 Day 12: Barcelona: Sagrada Familia, Park Guell: This morning we head 
to the Basilica de La Sagrada Familia. This unfinished church was designed by 
the celebrated Art Nouveau architect Antoni Gaudi. We enjoy a full guided tour 
of the Basilica before we celebrate Mass. We will spend the afternoon in Park 
Guell before we continue to our hotel for dinner and overnight. 
Overnight: Barcelona (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner) 
 
June 1 Day 13: Return Home: Flights to USA: Today, transfer to the airport for 
our return flight home, carrying with us memories and keepsakes that will last a 
lifetime. 
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Terms & Conditions 

By making any payments (cash, credit card or otherwise) towards any tour constitutes your 

unconditional acceptance of all the terms and conditions stated in this brochure. Holy Land 

Travel Center shall be referred to as HLTC within this document. 

  

DOCUMENTS: US citizens require a valid passport. Other nationalities please inquire with 

the appropriate embassies. 

  

REGISTRATION AND DEPOSIT: Deposit of $500 per person is required upon registration 

along with a signed copy of the registration form. Registrations are processed in the order 

received by HLTC Final payment is due 45 days prior to departure. Late payments are 

subject to $50 late fee. HLTC reserves the right to cancel reservations whose payments 

are 30 days late and to apply applicable cancellation/penalties indicated below. No 

registrations can be made over the telephone.  

 

INDIVIDUAL CANCELLATION FEES & REFUNDS: Upon cancellation of participation of 

tour by you, the registrant, for any reason, and only after HLTC receives your signed 

cancellation, HLTC will then refund your payment for services not received by you, minus 

applicable cancellation fees per person, according to the following schedule:   

 

1) Minimum cancellation fee is $500 from time of registration up to 120 days prior to 

the tour’s departure date. 

  

2) From 119 to 60 days prior to departure day, the cancellation fee is $500 + 20% of 

total price. 

  

3) From 59 days to 31 days prior to departure day, cancellation fee is $500 + 50% 

of total price. 

  

4) From 30 days prior to departure day onward, no refund is possible. 
  

TRAVEL PROTECTION: Travel insurance is recommended to help protect you and your 

trip investment against the unexpected. For your convenience, we offer travel protection. 

If you do not wish to purchase now, the plan can be purchased any time before submitting 

your final payment. Coverage takes affect once payment is received. If you chose to 

purchase outside of the time sensitive period outlined in the plan, you will not be eligible 

for time sensitive benefits. All plan premiums are non-refundable. To view/download the 

plan, which provides the full coverage terms and details, including limitations and exclusion 

please visit our website: www.holylandtc.com/travel-protection/  

 

MEDICAL CONDITION: We endeavor to provide the highest level of service to all our 

passengers. Participants who require special assistance must be accompanied by a 

qualified helper who assumes total responsibility for the participants’ well-being. This 

pilgrimage demands a lot of walking and can be strenuous. HLTC is not responsible for 

any medical conditions that occur prior to, during, or after the tour.  

LAND TRANSPORTATION AND TRANSFERS: By private deluxe motor coach. 

  

ACCOMMODATIONS: Tour prices are per person, based on two persons sharing double 

or twin-bedded rooms with private bathroom with tub or shower. In the event that one does 

not sign up with a roommate and is not able to be paired with another traveler, there will 

be a single supplement charge to the account. Single rooms subject to availability and an 

additional cost indicated on the brochure.  

  

MEALS: Meals in accordance with the itinerary. All beverages are extra. 

  

TIPPING: Unless it is specified in the tour brochure, the price of the tour does not 

include tips and gratuities. Tipping is recommended to the tour guide and motor coach 

driver approximately $6 and $4 per person, respectively, per day to each: Hotel tips are 

approximately $2 per day per person. Tips may be pre-collected before the pilgrimage for 

your convenience.  

 

AIRLINE TICKETS AND ITINERARY LENGTH: Air transportation to/from your destination 

will be economy class aboard carriers utilizing non-refundable, non-amenable tickets. 

Preliminary international flight schedules are available 60 days prior to departure and may 

change before they are finalized. Therefore, if you book  

the domestic flight on your own, you will be responsible for changing your domestic flights 

and incurring any change fees that would be generated by this adjustment. We are not 

responsible for changes and delays in airline schedules and do not reimburse passengers 

for expenses resulting from such occurrences. Travelers making their own flight 

arrangements should not purchase non-refundable, non-changeable tickets. We cannot 

guarantee the most direct routing to your final destination. If flight schedules change, we 

reserve the right to lengthen or shorten the itinerary accordingly, and if changes or flight 

schedules necessitate extra overnights, you will be charged at normal hotel rates. Land 

Only packages do not include airport-hotel transfers. 

SEAT ASSIGNMENT: THERE IS NO ADVANCE SEAT SELECTION FOR TOUR 

DEPARTURES. HLTC cannot guarantee specific seats, which are at the discretion of the 

airline and are pending availability. When HLTC disperses travel packages, you will receive 

your record locator. You can use this locator to do online seating arrangements, if permitted 

by the airline. 

  

BAGGAGE: Transatlantic and transpacific flights to and from the USA allow the passenger 

to bring one (1) checked bag, which may have a maximum weight of 50 lbs., and maximum 

combined dimensions of 62 inches. Also, one (1) “carry-on” with maximum dimensions of 

8"x12"x20" is permitted. Luggage on domestic flights including Mexico & Canada will cost 

extra. Luggage is the passenger’s responsibility and that of the airlines. For lost luggage, the 

passenger is responsible for notifying the airline directly. Check with your carrier regarding 

carry-on luggage rules and regulations.  

 

PRICES: All prices are based on exchange rates and fares applicable at time of quotation 

and based on minimum number of paying passengers stated in the brochure and are 

therefore subject to change if fares change (including fuel surcharges increase), if group 

does not reach minimum or if exchange rates fluctuate. Minimum number of paying 

passengers is 20.  

 

NOT INCLUDED: Passport and Visas, meals not mentioned, beverages with meals, extra 

beyond standard menu, excess baggage, luggage on domestic flights, telephone calls, fuel 

surcharges increase. 

 

VISAS: When and if a visa or visa waiver is required, it is the passenger’s responsibility to 

obtain one. HLTC, owner, agent, or employees cannot be held liable for clients not having 

proper passports, visa, visa waiver, or other travel documents. Cancellations or changes to 

schedule due to a lack of appropriate documents will incur usual penalties. A Passport Card 

is not useful for International Air Travel. Attempting to use this instead of a Passport Book 

will result in a denial of boarding by the airlines and entry by the legal authorities. 

 

Visa for Europe - ETIAS 

- As of February 2024, Americans, Canadians, Australians will need to apply online for travel 

authorization for Europe. 

- This applies to all travelers, and all ages. 

- Fee approx. $9. Per Person 

- The program is called ETIAS. Some refer to it as “visa for Europe “it is not a traditional visa 

but needs basic details about the traveler and their trip. 

  

LIABILITY DISCLAIMER: HLTC hereby expressly disclaims any liability for any personal 

injury, property damage, Loss of baggage, accident, delay or irregularity, any claim for 

special or consequential damages or any other loss which may be occasioned by the acts 

and/or omissions, whether negligent, intentional, wrongful or otherwise, of any air carrier, 

hotel/motel or other lodging operator, railroad operator, bus operator, public transportation, 

sea carrier, local sightseeing company, tour operator, tour leader or spiritual director, any 

employees thereof, or any other entity or individual not under the direct supervision and 

control of HLTC when engaged in conveying the passenger or in carrying out the 

arrangements of the tour, or otherwise in connection therewith. HLTC likewise expressly 

disclaims any responsibility for losses or expenses incurred, or inconvenience caused, due 

to delay or changes in schedules, defaults, over booking of hotels or airlines, sickness, 

weather, strikes, quarantines, pandemics, epidemics, acts of terrorism, constructions, war, 

force majeure or other such events which are beyond HLTC’s control. HLTC likewise hereby 

expressly disclaims any liability for statements, actions or inactions of any intermediary 

agents such as group administrators, spiritual directors or tour leaders, travel agents or any 

other intermediary involved with the selling, promotion or operation of its tours. Group 

administrators, spiritual leaders and tour leaders likewise hereby expressly disclaim any 

liability for the acts and/or omissions of any of the above entities and/or individuals not directly 

under their supervision or control. Please be advised that the liability of carriers as well as 

providers of hotel and lodging accommodations is limited by law and you may thus wish to 

consider purchasing additional insurance to protect yourself against any losses or injuries 

suffered as a result of their acts and/or omissions. In all instances, HLTC’s liability shall be 

limited to the amounts paid by you for participation in the tour, and subject to the provisions 

and cancellation fees as set forth in the ‘Brochure Terms and Conditions’. In the event that 

the tour leader and/or spiritual director named in a brochure or itinerary does not travel with 

the group, and a substitute is not named to replace such person(s), then HLTC reserves the 

right to make substitutions of its choosing for such person(s) in the operation of the tour. Tour 

Cancellation by Operator: On rare occasion, a tour departure may be cancelled due to lack 

of participation. In the event that HLTC would decide to cancel a departure, a full refund will 

be issued (not including travel insurance). HLTC is not responsible and does not assume 

responsibility for any additional costs or any fees relating to the cancellation of air tickets or 

other arrangements not made through HLTC. Cancellations due to state advisories and/or 

state warnings, Pandemic, Epidemic, Acts of War, War, Terrorism, Acts of God, Natural 

Disaster, Force Majeure or any other circumstance outside the control of HLTC, are not the 

fault of HLTC. Great effort will be made to accommodate passengers on another trip, 

postponed date or to revise itinerary, however, cancellation for any of these reasons will not 

be eligible for refund.  

 

Note: While no changes are anticipated, there may be unforeseen occasions when certain alterations become necessary, either due to changes to the airline 

schedule, government regulations, travel restrictions, or any other reason. Holy Land Travel Center reserves the right to change the itinerary or name alternate 

dates due to such unforeseen circumstances or emergencies 

. 
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